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        Editing Practice #33 

        (General V) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. when apollo 13’s mission failed it was johnsons charts that help them return safely with Charts 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. katherine johnson a mathematician maked importent contrabutions to americas Space Program 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #34                    Date __________ 

        (General VI) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. salk enter College at age 15 with no Science intrest, he wanted to be a Lawyer 

_____________________________________________________________________________  

2. dr. jonas salk a medical researcher stoppd a deadly disaese polio 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #35                    Date __________ 

        (General VII) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. the angry american cook george crum return the potatos thinnerly cut and extra saltee  

_____________________________________________________________________________   

2. the tasti-ness of Potato chips has lead to nutrishional concerns to much fat an salt 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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            Editing Practice #33 

        (General V) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. when apollo 13’s mission failed it was johnsons charts that help them return safely with Charts 

                   When Apollo 13’s mission failed, it was Johnson’s charts that helped them return safely. 

2. katherine johnson a mathematician maked importent contrabutions to americas Space Program 

   Katherine Johnson, a mathematician, made important contributions to America’s space program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Editing Practice #34                     

        (General VI) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. salk enter College at age 15 with no Science intrest, he wanted to be a Lawyer 

    Salk entered college at age 15 with no science interest; he wanted to be a lawyer.  

2. dr. jonas salk a medical researcher stoppd a deadly disaese polio 

    Dr. Jonas Salk, a medical researcher, stopped a deadly disease: polio. 

 
 

 

 

 

 Editing Practice #35                     

        (General VII)  

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. the angry american cook george crum return the potatos thinnerly cut and extra saltee  

    The angry American cook, George Crum, returned the potatoes thinly cut and extra salty.  

2. the tasti-ness of Potato chips has lead to nutrishional concerns to much fat an salt 

    The tastiness of potato chips has led to nutritional concerns: too much fat and salt. 
 


